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The following report was created using data in the Envision 
business intelligence platform by Environics Analytics. The data 
points were extracted using the MobileScapes tool.

The purpose of this report is to provide consumer data that will 
inform decision making when developing a tourism strategy for 
the Town of South Bruce Peninsula.  This report will assist in 
understanding the visitor profile for the geofenced area in 
Sauble Beach.

Geofence Data Information



Privacy Compliant Data - EA’s MobileScapes Program
MobileScapes is an anonymized, permission-based data service, which uses data collected from 
location-enabled mobile devices. Users can identify devices observed within a defined area, such as a 
store, public square, or on a roadway for a given date and time range. The main sources of data are opt-in 
location-enabled applications on mobile devices and ad exchange platforms. At present, there are 
approximately 100,000 mobile applications that contribute data to our MobileScapes services. At its most 
basic level, it provides a unique, persistent, yet anonymous, device ID, along with a date, time and 
latitude/longitude coordinates for each observation. It is important to note that, while the device ID is part 
of the source data used for building the MobileScapes product, it is excluded from any end-user delivery.

The common evening and daytime locations are inferred according to where these devices are most 
frequently observed during the day and at night, over the course of the most recent three month period. To 
protect user privacy, all observed latitude and longitude coordinates are assigned to the nearest postal 
code. 

https://community.environicsanalytics.com/hc/en-us/articles/360035649152-MobileScapes-Canada



Questions Addressed Through the Data Analysis

1. How many people visited downtown in 2019 - 2022? What is the monthly visitation?
2. Where did people come from?
3. What are the general characteristics of people that visited? Have they changed over the 

4 year period?
4. What are your top Prizm segments (customer profiles)?



Geofence Area for Data Collection



Notes on Geofence Data Collected 
The next slide indicates how many people entered the Geofenced area in 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022. 

(Unique) Visitors: The number of distinct and unique devices that entered the Geofence in the requested time 
range, regardless of how often they visit. Visitors are represented as an estimated Household Population 15+ 
weight. They can be thought of as total foot traffic for the Geofence over the time period selected.
(Daily) Visits: The number of times the device entered the Geofence, no matter how many visitors make up those 
visits. Visits are represented as an estimated Household Population 15+ weight. They filter out multiple visits to 
give a true indication of the unique Household Population 15+ identified within the Geofence over the time period 
selected.
July/August visits:  The number of times a device entered the Geofence, no matter how many visitors make up 
those visits in July or August.  
Weekend Visits: The number of times a device entered the Geofence, no matter how many visitors make up 
those visits in July or August.  



Geofence Data Collected
Year Total 

Records
Unique 
Visitors

Daily 
Visitors

June 
Visits

July 
Visits

August 
Visits

September 
Visits

Weekend 
Visitation   
(full year)

2019 13,061 161,417 1,245,503 166,491 284,627 309,293 105,865 514,098

2020 9,920 158,269 1,109,202 142,683 249,162 244,363 116,563 421,453

2021 7,987 210,616 1,444,616 186,778 353,040 343,456 137,234 541,708

2022 9,572 90,212
(57.2%)

1,346,149
(6.8%)

138,823
(25.6%)

246,537
(30.2%)

121,571
(64.6%)

100,844
(26.5%)

494,610
(8.7%)



Monthly Visitation
Month 2019 2020 2021 2022

January 27,234 26,261 33,599 33,046

February 34,276 20,352 35,493 31,368

March 36,083 38,567 46,888 45,581

April 52,909 41,931 46,615 66,056

May 99,107 74,026 62,213 175,966

June 160,251 140,050 181,115 135,704

July 276,331 244,158 343,021 243,387

August 298,943 238,556 334,360 116,999

September 103,378 113,360 132,680 99,325

October 61,011 73,381 94,235 180,791

November 32,400 40,007 49,581 106,489

December 26,743 36,418 51,182 88,921



Monthly Visitation Graph





Where did people come from?



Observations:  There is definitely a large local representation in this data.  When thinking about your visitor profile, you will have both a local and 
a distance audience perspective, and marketing campaigns may look very different for each. 

Toronto and the GTA visitation declined by approximately 75.7% in 2022 (Toronto, Brampton, Mississauga, Oakville, Burlington). Although low 
indexing cities, Toronto, Brampton, Mississauga, and Hamilton were your top 4 in 2021 and represented over 29% of your total visitation.  Visitors 
from these 4 cities declined in 2022 to just over 16% of total visitation. 

Guelph, Kitchener, Cambridge, and Waterloo represent over 11% of visitation in 2022 which is a slight increase from 2021 (9.8% of total 
visitation).  These cities still index high and should continue to be a focus in your marketing efforts. 
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Your visitor profile has remained very consistent over the last 2 years with the top 2 Prizm segments 
unchanged.  The visitation is mainly middle-income, older families and mature segments from rural 
areas.  The rural “New Country” group consists of middle-income maintainers between 45 and 64, and 
nearly 45% have children, typically of all ages. “Down to Earth” consists of rural older couples and 
families, the majority of maintainers over 55 years old. 

The GTA and SWO visitation is from the suburban family group “Family Mode” with maintainers 
between 35 and 54, and children over the age of 5.  This visitation is also from the “Slow-Lane Suburbs” 
group which is a mix of older singles and couples living in the suburbs of mid-sized cities. 

In 2022, the mature, rural “BackCountry Boomers” group has moved into the top 3.  One group that was 
in the top 5 in 2021 that is no longer a high indexing group in 2022 is the urban, mature, and financially 
comfortable “Mid-City Mellow”.  

Year over year observations:


